SUBJECT : CRIMINOLOGY & PENOLOGY
SUBJECT CODE : HTF

Unit - I : Introduction


Unit - II: Crime Causation


Unit - III: Types of Crime

(a) White-collar crime and blue-collar crime:

(b) Crime and Women:

(c) Terrorism:

(d) Marginal and Victimless Crimes:
(e) Modern Crimes and International Crimes:
Computer crime – kinds of computer crimes – definition of computer crime – 
Information Technology Act, 2000-human organ crimes – International crime – environmental crimes –.

Unit - IV: The Police and Criminal Justice System:

(a) Police:
Organizational structure of Indian police – police bureaucracy – police set up – 
custodial deaths – modernization in police – crime records management - 
traditional vis-a-vis modern crime records management - police community 
relations – Thana Level Committee – police advisory committees – media and 
police – discipline and lawlessness – Interpol.

(b) Criminal Justice System:
Objectives of CJS – rights of accused and arrested person-plea bargaining – 
human rights and administration of criminal justice.

Unit - V: Correctional Institution and Crime Prevention:

(a) Probation and Parole:
Origin – salient features of Probation of Offenders Act, 1958 – parole - parole 
regulations – parole recommendations.

(b) Prison:
Prison system in India- problems of prisoners – organised setup – prison 
discipline – prison labour – prison education – open prison – the prison 
community – prison reform in India – Dr. Wreckless committee report – 
International perspective.

(c) Crime Prevention:
Theories of punishment-kinds of punishment-Recidivism-various forms of 
recidivist- Prevention of crime and delinquency.

Books prescribed:
1. Sutherland – Criminology
2. Taft and England – Criminology
3. Ahamed Siddique – Criminology problems and perspectives
4. Dr. M. Ponnian – Criminology and Penology
5. Dr. Rajendra K. Sharma – Criminology and Penology
6. Dr. Sirohi – Criminology
7. Siegel – Criminology
8. Paranjape – Criminology
9. Bames and Teeters – New Horizons of Criminology
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